Trump is challenging the whole CIA-media nexus
By Jon Rappoport, 18 March, 2017
Trump’s attack on the CIA came into focus after the CIA claimed Putin subverted the election
on behalf of Trump.
The Trump team retorted: Ridiculous; reminds us of the CIA’s phony assessment of Saddam’s
WMDs that led to the disastrous war against Iraq.
Then the CIA’s gloves came off.
But there is more to it than that.
All along, Trump has been hammering the mainstream press, calling them biased, idiots, fake,
etc. Certainly through his advisor, Steve Bannon, and quite probably through other sources,
Trump knows about the CIA-major media connection. This connection, of course, goes way
back to the Mockingbird CIA operation of the early 1950s. Major news outlets have been
infested with CIA operatives since that time.
When Trump goes after mainstream news, he’s also going after its shadow brother, the CIA;
and vice versa. This is no accident. You can’t put a heavy dent in one without putting a heavy
dent in the other.
As the mainstream press continues to stir the pot and attack Trump on every possible front, day
after day, they strive to impart the impression that the escalating war between Trump and the
CIA is a sign that the president’s administration is in a condition of severe imbalance, heading
toward the edge of the cliff.
Two points about that: the press is trying to protect its shadow brother, the CIA; and the reason
a war between a president and the CIA hasn’t broken out since JFK and the Bay of Pigs is,
simply, no president has dared to challenge the CIA openly.
Or to put it another way, every president since Kennedy SHOULD have gone to war with the
CIA, but no president did.
Trump, so far, is carrying out his version of a war.
He may stop, he may make peace, he may turn away, he may decide the consequences are too
steep, but so far he’s doing, in this respect, what he should be doing, because the CIA has
believed, for a long, long time that it is the president, it runs the country, it decides the important
issues, it fronts for mega-corporate incursions into foreign nations, it decides foreign policy, it
calculates when a regime should be overthrown, it decides how to foment wars that will end
up funneling huge chunks of cash to the military-industrial complex…
People with attention spans of less than six seconds think rooting out corruption in high places
can be done with the stroke of a pen and an executive order. No. Afraid not.
Digging out, exposing, and getting rid of the rot and corruption inside the CIA is on the order
of turning around an oil tanker in a small lake.
That rot and crime wasn’t built to its present level overnight. It has been built since 1948.
The people who constructed it (with Allen Dulles right up there at the head of the line) assumed
they could stage a coup. A national coup. They could essentially take over the country. And to
a large extent, they did. JFK’s assassination removed a potential obstruction early in the game.
Then, nothing. Until Trump.
Maybe he’ll throw up his hands and forget about going after the CIA. Maybe he’ll focus on
other parts of his agenda. Maybe he’ll prove to be completely ineffective and unwilling, as
regards the Agency. But he has sounded an alarm, just as he sounded an alarm about Globalism,
the so-called “free trade” treaties, and the brutal theft of jobs in America by those Rockefeller
forces who want to torpedo economies, as a step toward exercising greater international control
over the lives of billions of people.

The CIA and major media in this country are in lock-step. They feed each other. They produce
a picture of reality that is entirely shallow and false. They want compliance, obedience, and
silence. They want to make black white and white black. They want to fulfill Orwell’s 1984
prediction.
The best of these little “journalists” are leeches and adoring cowards. They cling to the higherups who run the show. The worst of them are psychologically and spiritually mongrelized
sociopaths, for whom sadism is the only way of life. Like their CIA brothers, they believe (or
did believe until recently) that no one could remove their entitlements.
Steve Bannon knows—and I’m sure he’s told Trump—that a war against the media is the best
way to go right now. On many fronts, the media are the funnels for presenting inside out lies,
from the CIA, to the American people.
In other words, if the head of the snake is too hard to cut off at the moment, go for other parts
of the body.

